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Introduction: This study aims to investigate the factors influencing ecosystem

service trade-offs/synergies (TOSs) in major agricultural production areas in the

southern hilly region and to propose optimization strategies to promote

ecosystem sustainability in agricultural areas.

Methods: The study used a geographical detector to analyze the determinants

influencing the ecosystem service trade-offs as well as correlation analysis,

geographically weighted regression (GWR), and a geographical detector to

analyze the spatial and temporal evolution of ecosystem service and TOS

relationships from 2000 to 2020 in Hunan Province.

Results: The results showed that the comprehensive value of ecosystem services

in Hunan Province showed an increasing trend from 2000 to 2020. With spatial

heterogeneity, the areas with high values were mainly distributed in the hilly areas

in the west, south, and east of Hunan Province, and the areas with low values were

mainly distributed in the Dongting Lake Plain and the Xiangzhong Hilly Basin. There

was a trade-off relationship between food production (FP) and all other ecosystem

services, of which FP has the strongest trade-off effect with habitat quality (HQ).

The synergy effect between HQ, water yield (WY), carbon storage (CS), and soil

conservation (SC) shows an increasing trend. Gross domestic product (GDP) and

SLOPE are the dominant factors for the strength of trade-offs between food supply

and other ecosystem services, and Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and Normalized

Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) are the dominant factors for the strength of

synergy effects among ecosystem services. The strength of TOS effects of

ecosystem services is determined by interactions or co-influences between the

two services rather than by a single component.

Discussion: The results of this study can provide a reference basis for the

enhancement of ecosystem services and the sustainable planning of

agricultural landscapes in the southern hilly areas.
KEYWORDS

ecosystem services, trade-offs effect, geographical detector, influencing factors, hilly
areas of southern China
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1 Introduction

Ecosystem services (ESs) are provisioning (e.g., raw materials

and food), regulating (e.g., climate and gases), supporting (e.g.,

biodiversity and soil conservation), and cultural (e.g., outdoor

recreation and aesthetic landscapes) services that are directly or

indirectly provided by ecosystem structures, processes, and

functions, and that link ecosystems to human wellbeing

(Costanza et al., 1998; Ouyang et al., 2021a). However, the

increasing demand for food as well as agricultural land over the

past decades has had important impacts on biodiversity, water

resources, carbon cycle, etc., leading to TOS mutual gains among

ecosystem services (Li et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2023). Coordinating

the multi-objective conflicts of ecosystem management and

mitigating the trade-off relationships and intensity among

ecosystem services are now unavoidable choices for achieving the

diversification of ecosystem services and high-quality regional

agriculture development. Therefore, it is of great significance to

explore the spatial and temporal changes of ecosystem services and

the characteristics of the TOS relationship, and to propose spatially

differentiated ecosystem service optimization countermeasures to

enhance the synergies and mitigate the trade-offs, in order to

maximize the comprehensive benefits of ecosystem services.

There are synergy relationships (simultaneous increase or

decrease of two services) and trade-off relationships (increase of

one service leads to decrease of another) among ecosystem services

(Bennett et al., 2010). Currently, the existing studies form a variety

of revealing ES and TOS relationships. Among them, ES TOS

relationship methods include spatiotemporal correlation analysis

(Xu et al., 2017) for quantifying ES TOS relationships in time and

spatial, while using a geographically weighted regression and binary

spatial autocorrelation analyses to reflect spatial TOS relationships

(Zhang et al., 2020). The analysis of ecosystem service trade-offs and

synergy relationships is a prerequisite for improving the level of

ecosystem service provision. Currently, many scholars have focused

on the quantification of ecosystem service TOS relationships at a

single spatial scale, lacking multi-scale analyses. In addition to the

analysis of ES TOS relationships, it is important and challenging to

use ES-related results to enlighten territorial spatial planning. Most

of the existing studies focus on administrative or physical

geographic scales such as county or watershed (Gong et al., 2022;

Liu et al., 2019), and there are fewer studies using grids as zoning

units, which is not conducive to small-area scale studies and refined

management. In addition, the analysis of ecosystem service TOSs

and influencing factors for the subregion is relatively lacking, which

cannot effectively provide recommendations for subregional

management. Thus, research on how to better integrate

spatiotemporal changes in ecosystem services and TOSs at many

scales to explicitly assist spatial planning remains unrepresentative

despite the advancements in spatiotemporal and cross-scale

assessments of ecosystems. There is an urgent need to explicitly

link ES information to policy development, regional planning, and

implementation. Numerous and intricate elements affect TOSs
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(Feng et al., 2021). TOSs are influenced by a multitude of natural

and anthropogenic factors, including DEM, slope, temperature,

precipitation, population growth, urban expansion, economic

development, and planning policies (Ouyang et al., 2023).

The southern hilly region accounts for 13% of China’s national

land area and is the southern hilly and mountainous belt in the “two

screens and three belts” of the national main ecological function

zoning, which is an important part of the national ecological

security pattern (Shao et al., 2023). In the process of urbanization

in China, significant natural resource plunder and extensive

ecological destruction have occurred in the pursuit of

development. This has resulted in a significant conflict between

ecological conservation and utilization in the southern hilly and

mountainous regions. The consequences include severe water

pollution, degraded forest quality, encroachment of urbanization

on ecological spaces, loss of ecological functionality in certain areas,

as well as issues such as soil and water erosion, rocky desertification,

and more. Hunan Province, serving as a crucial developmental axis

in the central region, also grapples with similar challenges, with soil

pollution being a particularly pressing issue. Most studies on

ecosystem services and TOS relationships in the southern hilly

areas are currently conducted from a single static ecosystem service

dimension, and lack quantitative geo-spatial information in long

time series, making it difficult to apply in China’s territorial spatial

planning. In view of this, this paper reveals the spatial and temporal

evolution of TOSs between five ecosystem services—food

production, water yield, carbon storage, soil conservation, and

habitat quality—over the period 2000–2020 and selects the factors

influencing them with the use of a geographical detector. This

study’s main contributions are as follows: First, we quantified the

major ESs to identify areas for ecological concerns. Next, we used

GWR and Spearman’s correlation to quantify TOSs between ES.

Finally, we investigated into the grid scale contributions of the TOS

components. Based on this, the ecosystem management measures

are put forward, in order to promote the southern hilly area

ecosystem service differentiation control and the modern

development of harmonious coexistence between man and nature.
2 Overview of the study area, study
methods, and data sources

2.1 Overview of the study area

The southern hilly region is the area south of the Qinling

Mountains, east of the Yunnan-Guizhou Plateau, and north of the

Leizhou Peninsula in China, covering seven provinces, namely,

Zhejiang, Fujian, Jiangxi, Hunan, Guangdong, Guangxi, and

Guizhou, with a total land area of approximately 1,276,000 km2

(Shao et al., 2023), constituting one of the important components of

China’s “two screens and three belts” ecological pattern (see

Figure 1). The region is interspersed with mountains, hills, and

plains, with a variety of ecosystems and the largest and most well-
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preserved middle-subtropical forest ecosystem in the same latitude

band. Hunan Province is located in the central part of the southern

mountainous and hilly region, with geographical coordinates of 24°

38’–30°08’N, 108°47’–114°15’E. Hunan Province has a humid

subtropical monsoon climate, with an average annual temperature

of 16–19°C. The average annual precipitation is 1,200–1,800 mm,

and the change of seasons is obvious, which is suitable for human

habitation and the growth of crops and green plants.
2.2 Study methods

2.2.1 Ecosystem service calculation
The InVEST model and the ArcGIS software were utilized in

this study to quantitatively evaluate five ecosystem services: food

production, water yield, carbon storage, soil conservation, and

habitat quality. The precise formulas are provided (see Ouyang

et al., 2023). The results of the above five ecosystem service types

were used to normalize the extremes and then averaged to measure

the ESV.

2.2.2 Ecosystem service trade-offs/synergies
2.2.2.1 Temporal trade-off/synergy analyses

Pearson’s non-parametric correlation analysis was used in this

study to determine trade-offs or synergy relationships between

different ecosystem service groups. A positive correlation implies

a synergy relationship, while a negative correlation is a trade-off

relationship (Gou et al., 2021). Pearson correlation analyses of five

ecosystem service bundles at three time scales, 2000, 2010, and

2020, and at grid scale were performed using the “corrplot” package
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in R4.3.1 software. Between 2000 and 2020, Hunan Province’s

urbanization experienced rapid development, resulting in notable

ecological changes. At the same time, 2000, 2010, and 2020 were

selected considering the periodicity of ecological change.
2.2.2.2 Spatial trade-off/synergy analysis

In addition to the general synergies and trade-offs obtained

through correlation analyses, in order to gain a more in-depth

understanding of the patterns in the spatial distribution of these

types of ecosystem services, this study used GWR to define the

spatial interaction correlations of TOSs. The GWR model modifies

the traditional regression framework to detect spatial non-

stationarity in the relationships between samples (Xue et al.,

2023). The strength and direction of the relationship between the

dependent variable and its predictors may change in response to

changes in the environmental components in the GWR, which fits

with one of the mechanisms that generate ecosystem service trade-

offs (common drivers affecting multiple ecosystem services

simultaneously). In addition, common drivers contribute to the

spatial heterogeneity and spatial non-stationarity of ecosystem

service TOSs. Since we only use ecosystem service variables as

independent and dependent variables, there is no problem of

multicollinearity. The GWR model (Equation 1) is formulated as

follows:

yi = b0(mi, vi) +op
k=1bk(mi, vi)Xjk + ei (1)

where (mi, vi) is the spatial location of the point, p is the number

of independent variables, yi is the dependent variable, Xjk is the

independent variable, ϵi represents the random error, b0(mi, vi)
FIGURE 1

Location diagram of Hunan Province.
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represents the intercept at i point, and bk(mi, vi) represents the

regression coefficient. Positive regression coefficients indicate

spatial synergies and negative regression coefficients indicate

spatial trade-offs.

2.2.2.3 Geographical detector

A geographical detector (GD) is used to detect the strength of

the effect of a single factor and the interaction of two factors on the

dependent variable, and to avoid the problem of multivariate

covariance (Wang et al., 2016). The GD model (Equation 2) is

formulated as follows:

q = 1 −
1

Kw2 o
L

h=1

Khw
2
h (2)
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where q is the influence of factors, K and Kh are the number of

the grids, L is the number of index samples, w2 and w2
h is the discrete

variance of the resilience of the study area and grid h.

We used each influencing factor as an independent variable

and the strength of ecosystem service trade-offs as the dependent

variable in this study. To analyze the degree of influence of each

driving factor and factor combinations on the spatial

heterogeneity of the degree of ecosystem service trade-offs, we

selected the “factor detection” and “interaction detection” in

geographical detector. Specific influencing factors are shown in

Table 1; Figure 2.
2.3 Data sources

Land use data: The land use data from 2000 to 2020 were from

the Resource and Environmental Science Data Center of the Chinese

Academy of Sciences (www.resdc.cn), with a spatial resolution of 30

m. Vegetation type data: MODIS13Q1 NDVI was derived from the

NASA Earth Data Center (www.earthdata.nasa.gov) with a spatial

resolution of 250 m. Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data: from the

geospatial data cloud, spatial resolution of 30 m; GDP density and

POP density are derived from the Resource and Environmental

Science Data Center of the Chinese Academy of Sciences

(www.resdc.cn), with a spatial resolution of 1 km. Grain

production: from 2000–2020, “Hunan Statistical Yearbook” and

“Hunan Rural Statistical Yearbook”. Finally, the resolution

resampling of each factor raster data is unified to 1 km, and the

projection coordinate system is unified by WGS_1984_Albers.
TABLE 1 The influencing factors selected for this study.

Factor name Factor description

Mean
annual

precipitation

Based on the interpolation of daily precipitation data of
surrounding stations

Elevation Based on DEM data

Slope Based on ArcGIS surface analysis

NDVI Vegetation cover

GDP density Reflects the GDP distribution of a 1-km2 grid

Population density Reflects the population distribution of a 1-km2 grid
B C

D E F

A

FIGURE 2

The spatial of influencing factors. (A) Precipitation, (B) DEM; (C) DEM; (D) Slope; (E) Population density and (F) GDP density.
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3 Analysis of the results

3.1 Spatiotemporal changes of
ecosystem services

The trend of integrated services in Hunan Province from 2000

to 2020 exhibited an overall upward trajectory. Specifically, the

average values of integrated ecosystem services at the provincial grid

scale in 2000, 2010, and 2020 were 0.533, 0.528, and 0.613,

respectively. From a spatial perspective, areas with high integrated

ecosystem service values at the provincial grid scale were

predominantly located in the western, southern, and eastern hilly

regions of Hunan Province. These areas boasted low population

density and high vegetation coverage rates, as depicted in Figure 3.

On the other hand, the areas with low values are mainly distributed

in the Dongting Lake Plain and Xiangzhong Hilly Basin, in which

the built-up areas of cities with intensive human activities have the

lowest integrated ecosystem services, due to the flat terrain, high

proportion of surrounding farmland, high population density, and

the high degree of interference with the natural ecosystems, which

leads to the low integrated ecosystem services in these areas.
3.2 Ecosystem service trade-offs
and synergies

From the temporal dimension (Figure 4A), in 2000, HQ and SC,

HQ and CS, and SC and CS in Hunan Province were highly

positively correlated, with correlation coefficients of 0.67, 0.93,

and 0.63, respectively. These three ecosystem service pairs passed

the significance test of 0.001, indicating that there was a strong

synergy effect between them. Similarly, there was a strong positive

correlation between HQ and WY, WY and SC, and WY and CS,

with correlation coefficients of 0.11, 0.24, and 0.19, respectively,

which also passed the significance test of 0.001. FP and HQ, FP and

WY, FP and SC, and FP and CS showed strong negative

correlations, with correlation coefficients of −0.53, −0.04, −0.47,

and −0.46, respectively. Among them, FP vs. HQ, FP vs. CS, and FP

vs. SC passed the significance test of 0.001, indicating a strong trade-

off effect between them.
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In 2010, HQ and SC, HQ and CS, SC and CS, HQ andWY, WY

and SC, and WY and CS still maintained strong spatial synergy

effects, with correlation coefficients of 0.59, 0.93, 0.55, 0.09, 0.19,

and 0.14, respectively. The spatial trade-off effects of FP and HQ, FP

and WY, and FP and SC diminished, with correlation coefficients

of −0.51, −0.01, and −0.39.

In 2020, a strong synergy relationship was still maintained

among the six ecosystem service pairs consisting of HQ, WY, CS,

and SC in Hunan Province. The highest correlation coefficient of

0.93 was found between HQ and CS, and strong synergy effects were

also found between HQ and WY, HQ and SC, WY and SC, WY and

CS, and SC and CS, with correlation coefficients of 0.13, 0.65, 0.93,

0.32, 0.18, and 0.61, respectively. The correlation coefficients

between HQ-WY, WY-CS, WY-SC, CS-SC, and HQ-SC showed a

significant increasing trend at the grid scale of 2000–2020. However,

FP-HQ and FP-SC showed a decreasing trend.

From the spatial dimension (Figure 4B), the proportion of

spatial synergies between HQ, WY, CS, and SC at the grid scale

in Hunan Province was significantly higher than the proportion of

spatial trade-offs, indicating that the spatial relationships among

these four types of ecosystem services were dominated by synergy

relationships. The areas with strong spatial synergies were mainly

distributed in the hilly areas of southern Hunan Province (e.g., HQ-

CS, WY-HQ, and CS-SC) and western Hunan Province (e.g., SC-

WY, WY-HQ, and CS-SC). In contrast, the areas of spatial trade-

offs between FP and other ecosystem services were mainly

concentrated in the western (FP-WY and FP-CS), southern (FP-

HQ, FP-WY, FP-CS, and FP-SC), and northern (FP-HQ, FP-CS,

and FP-SC) regions of Hunan Province.
3.3 Influencing factors of trade-
offs/synergies

At the grid scale, GDP has the highest degree of influence on the

trade-off effects of FP-CS, FP-HQ, FP-SC, and FP-WY, as well as the

highest degree of influence on the synergy effects of HQ-WY.

SLOPE has the second highest degree of influence on the trade-

off effects of FP-CS, FP-HQ, and FP-SC, and PRE has the lowest

degree of influence (see Figure 5).
FIGURE 3

Integrated services of grid ecosystems in Hunan Province, 2000–2020.
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In the results of the synergy effects of FP-WY, GDP has the

highest degree of influence with a q-value of 0.10, which is slightly

higher than DEM and PRE, followed by NDVI and SLOPE, and

POP is the lowest with a q-value of 0.05. In the results of the synergy

effects of SC-CS, the degree of influence of DEM is much higher

than that of other factors, with a q-value of 0.31, followed by SLOPE

with a q-value of 0.26. This indicates that in the synergy relationship

between SC-CS, the altitudinal position and topographic conditions

have a greater influence. NDVI and GDP both had q-values of 0.12,

while POP was lower than 0.08, and PRE was the lowest at 0.03.

In the results of the synergy influence of HQ-CS, DEM has the

highest degree of influence with a q-value of 0.21, followed by

SLOPE with a q-value of 0.15, while GDP, POP, and NDVI have q-

values of 0.10, 0.08, and 0.10, respectively, and PRE is the lowest at

0.03. In the results of the synergy effect of the influence of HQ-SC,

DEM, SLOPE, NDVI, GDP, POP, and PRE had q-values of 0.19,

0.18, 0.17, 0.15, 0.10, and 0.02, respectively. In the synergy effect

impact results of HQ-WY, GDP, DEM, NDVI, SLOPE, PRE, and

POP had q-values of 0.09, 0.07, 0.07, 0.05, 0.04, and

0.03, respectively.

In the synergy effect impact results of WY-CS, the q-values of

DEM, SLOPE, GDP, POP, NDVI, and PRE are 0.28, 0.27, 0.20, 0.16,

0.12, and 0.03, respectively. In the synergy effect impact results of

WY-SC, the q-values of DEM, POP, GDP, SLOPE, PRE, and NDVI

are 0.20, 0.17, 0.17, 0.16, 0.14, and 0.09, respectively.

At the 1-km grid scale of interaction detection results in Table 2,

the interaction results among the factors were more balanced

compared to the city and county levels. With a score of 0.54,

0.53, 0.52, 0.54, 0.55, 0.56, and 0.55, respectively, NDVI has the
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 06
largest influence among them in the trade-off interaction detection

of FP-SC, FP-HQ, FP-SC, FP-WY, HQ-SC, HQ-CS, and HQ-WY,

while the GDP had the highest amount of influence in the

synergistic detection of SC-CS, WY-CS, and WY-SC, with

detections of 0.53, 0.80, and 0.64, respectively.
4 Discussion

During the study period, the value of integrated ecosystem

services showed an increasing trend over time and heterogeneity in

space, which has important implications for decision-making

related to sustainable development, environmental protection, and

regional planning. There was an overall trade-off relationship

between FP and any other ecosystem services, with the strongest

trade-off effect between FP and HQ, which was spatially distributed

mainly in the hilly and mountainous regions of the western part of

the Xiangxi region, which have favorable environmental conditions.

The synergy effect between HQ, WY, CS, and SC generally showed

an increasing trend during the study period (Shen et al., 2023). The

GD can then explore how the selected drivers affect TOSs at the gird

scale, and also investigate if there are any nonlinear effects between

the drivers on TOSs (Ouyang et al., 2023). TOSs were influenced by

a combination of natural conditions, socio-economic, and other

factors. Among them, GDP and slope factors had the greatest

influence on food production, along with other influencing

factors. Economic development led to a corresponding decrease

in the area of arable land, which, in turn, caused a decline in food

production services. However, the impact of human management
B

A

FIGURE 4

Changes in trade-offs and synergies of ecosystem services at grid scale in Hunan province. (A) Temporal dimension and (B) spatial dimension.
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FIGURE 5

Correlation coefficient of different factors and ES.
TABLE 2 Interactive influence coefficients of different factors and ES.

Ecosystem
service

Interaction
dominant
factor 1

Interaction
dominant
factor 2

Interaction dominant
factor 3

Interaction dominant
factor 4

Interaction dominant
factor 5

FP-CS POP∩SLOPE:0.252 PRE∩POP:0.377 GDP∩PRE:0.522 NDVI∩GDP:0541 DEM∩GDP:0.411

FP-HQ POP∩SLOPE:0.233 PRE∩POP:0.362 GDP∩PRE:0.512 NDVI∩GDP:0.535 DEM∩NDVI:0.377

FP-SC POP∩SLOPE:0.180 PRE∩POP:0.328 GDP∩PRE:0.478 NDVI∩GDP:0.522 DEM∩NDVI:0.362

FP-WY POP∩SLOPE:0.210 PRE∩POP:0.440 GDP∩POP:0.520 NDVI∩GDP:0.543 DEM∩GDP:0.7377

(Continued)
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activities on agriculture can have a positive effect on food

production. The more economically developed the region, the

higher the cost and management inputs in the agricultural

production process, leading to a higher intensity of agricultural

management measures such as agricultural fertilizers, farmland

irrigation, and agricultural machinery. These measures can

e ff e c t i v e l y inc r ea s e c rop y i e ld s and enhance food

production services.

This study analyzed the relationship between ecosystem

services, which can help to form spatially oriented strategies to

improve ecosystem service relationships and promote the

sustainable development of social–ecological systems. However,

there are limitations to the study, as only five representative

ecosystem services were analyzed. The study’s mapping results

may be less uncertain if these ecological indicators are improved,

data quality is raised, and the spatially explicit models used to

calculate ecosystem supply and demand are updated. These actions

may also have further policy and planning impacts. Considering

how the socio-ecological drivers of ecosystem service TOSs evolve

over time and scale is a next step to be taken in this study.

Despite some shortcomings, this study provides an attempt to

gain a deeper understanding of the various influences of socio-

ecological determinants on TOSs between ecological settings.

Firstly, spatially explicit details of the TOSs among ESs are

mapped as opposed to traditional correlation analyses that only

provide statistical results. In addition, a technique for quantifying

the degree of TOSs among ESs is suggested. In conclusion, many

connections between ESs and potential drivers have been revealed

and their spatial differentiation has been explored. The analysis then

explores the spatial implications of different drivers and offers more

theoretical and practical recommendations for local policymakers.

Furthermore, the study’s methodology and data are applied to other

places, making it a useful case study and resource for ecological

management in the hilly southern regions. (Li et al., 2019; Li et al.,

2022). Additionally, a technique is proposed to quantify the extent

of TOSs among ESs. In summary, this study identifies numerous

connections between ESs and potential drivers, and examines their

spatial variability. The analysis then explores the spatial

implications of different drivers and offers more theoretical and
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 08
practical recommendations for local policymakers. Furthermore,

the study’s methodology and data are applied to other places,

making it a useful case study and resource for ecological

management in the hilly southern regions (Xia et al.,2023).
5 Conclusion

This study quantitatively assessed the temporal and spatial

change characteristics of five ecosystem services in Hunan

Province from 2000 to 2020, including water production, soil

conservation, carbon storage, habitat quality, and food

production. We measured the TOS relationships among these

ecosystem services using correlation analysis and GWR.

Additionally, we identified the primary influencing factors and

factor combinations for the degree of trade-offs in ecosystem

services by applying a geographical detector. The comprehensive

value of ecosystem services in Hunan Province showed an

increasing trend from 2000 to 2020, with high values mainly

distributed in the hilly areas in the west, south, and east of

Hunan Province, while low values were mainly distributed in the

Dongting Lake Plain and the Xiangzhong Hilly Basin.

There was a trade-off relationship between FP and all other

ecosystem services, with the strongest trade-off effect found between

FP and HQ. The synergy effect among HQ, WY, CS, and SC showed

an increasing trend. GDP and slope were the dominant factors for

the strength of trade-offs between food supply and other ecosystem

services, while DEM and NDVI were the dominant factors for the

strength of synergies among ecosystem services. Therefore, the

strength of trade-offs and synergies between ecosystem services

was not affected by a single factor. The interactions or the driving of

common influencing factors between the two services determined

the relationship.
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TABLE 2 Continued

Ecosystem
service

Interaction
dominant
factor 1

Interaction
dominant
factor 2

Interaction dominant
factor 3

Interaction dominant
factor 4

Interaction dominant
factor 5

HQ-CS POP∩SLOPE:0.314 PRE∩POP:0.330 GDP∩PRE:0.540 NDVI∩GDP:0.560 DEM∩NDVI:0.481

HQ-SC POP∩SLOPE:0.258 PRE∩POP:0.343 GDP∩PRE:0.508 NDVI∩GDP:0.544 DEM∩NDVI:0.445

HQ-WY POP∩SLOPE:0.176 PRE∩POP:0.280 GDP∩PRE:0.516 NDVI∩GDP:0.557 DEM∩GDP:0.368

SC-CS POP∩SLOPE:0.316 PRE∩POP:0.334 GDP∩PRE:0.534 NDVI∩GDP:0.534 DEM∩NDVI:0.498

WY-CS POP∩SLOPE:0.547 PRE∩POP:0.586 GDP∩POP:0.808 NDVI∩POP:0.714 DEM∩GDP:0.655

WY-SC POP∩SLOPE:0.371 PRE∩POP:0.552 GDP∩POP:0.641 NDVI∩POP:0.494 DEM∩GDP:0.557
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